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comments, special guidelines, policies
The purpose of allowing events at the museum is to increase 
community awareness of the ICA, while at the same time offering 
organizations and individuals a unique and fun way to actively 
support the museum. The following types of rental events are 
not permitted at the ICA: art displays or the auction of art for any 
reason; education and design-related events not presented or 
approved by the ICA; commercial events and performances which 
are not part of the ICA’s formal programming, or where entrance 
requires advance or on-site ticket purchase. The museum will bring 
bars in for events.

ICA Availability based on non-performance or ICA event days

Monday: All day 
Tuesday: Setup after 5pm, Plaza events can start at 6pm, 6:30pm  
for First Floor events. Theater sometimes is ok for early setup based 
on availability. 
Wednesday: Setup after 5pm, Plaza events can start at 6pm, 6:30pm 
for First Floor events. Theater sometimes is ok for early setup based 
on availability. 
Thursday: No events museum open to public.
Friday:  No events museum open to public.
Saturday: Setup after 5pm, 6:30pm earliest for all spaces. Theater 
sometimes is ok for early setup based on availability. 
Sunday: Setup after 5pm, 6:30pm earliest for all spaces. Theater 
sometimes is ok for early setup based on availability.  

venue quick facts

Distance to BCEC 0.3 miles
Distance to Hynes 2.8 miles
Distance to Logan Airport 4 miles
Largest Reception Capacity 1000 people
Largest Seated Capacity 200 people
Indoor Space Available The Common Room

Outdoor Space Available  
    The Putnam Investments Plaza
Fully Private Space Available Yes
Full Buy-Out Available Yes
Exclusive Caterer The Catered Affair

THE INSTITUTE OF 
CONTEMPORARY ART
25 Harbor Shore Drive
Boston, Massachusetts 02210
p: (617) 990-2190 
https://www.thecateredaffair.com/contact/
www.icaboston.org

An influential forum for muli-disciplinary arts, the Institute of 
Contemporary Art has been at the leading edge of art in Boston 
for 70 years. A landmark building designed by Diller Scofidio 
and Renfro, the ICA presents exhibitions, performance, film and 
programs inviting audiences of all ages and backgrounds to 
participate in the excitement of new art and new ideas. The ICA is 
the perfect place for your special event, combining stunning works 
of art with breathtaking views of Boston’s harbor and skyline.
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The Institute of Contemporary Art

Meeting Rooms & Specifications

room name square feet ceiling height theater banquet classroom reception

State Street Corporation Lobby 3,675 - - 200 - 250

Barbara Lee Family Foundation Theater 2,500 21.9’ 325 224 - 275

Water Cafe 1,000 - - 80 - 100

Putnam Investments Plaza 2,500 - - 250 - 300

Full Capacity Based on design of all event components and equipment requirements.
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